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Abstract: This paper focuses on integration of multi-source datasets which often occur in spatial planning 
process, land administration and management, management of resources and site selection in Iran. In many 
cases in Iran; land records are available as textual data (definition of parcels in title deeds), vector datasets, 
aerial photos and satellite images in different forms. The problem is that there isn’t a template and 
framework for integration of datasets from different sources. Poor interoperability among organizations, 
data sharing and data exchanging becomes complicated, if one does not have a complete or proper 
understanding of how text in a land related document relates to (spatial) reality or how solve the
incompatibility of different datasets. Using Web services as a bridge between end users and spatia l data 
providers, is a prudently and judiciously way for spatial data integration, that helps in saving both time and 
costs. Accordingly this paper, describes two scenarios where textual data are available which contain at 
least some spatial reference, which can be used to link to other vector datasets. The process through which 
integration of text and vector dataset is made possible is through the use of ontology. As the result of this 
research, semi automatic integration of textual datasets and other spatial datasets via Web services helps the 
people and decision makers in their house or office have the capability of integrating textual data and any 
other datasets from different sources. Some recommendations are presented for other researches.
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INTRODUCTION

Integrating Web services capabilities, multi-source
datasets, Web services’ structure, concepts and
relationship of its components helps to the clients and 
users to obtain their interested datasets in short time and 
low cost. Every research needs to an updated and 
processed spatial datasets. Moreover this helps both 
users and decision makers to access the datasets online.
The main objective of this research is structuring a 
template for integrating multi-source datasets semi-
automatically via Web services in Iran. Textual datasets 
and spatial datasets are two heterogeneous datasets that 
are integrated semi-automatically in this research [1].

Two scenarios are solutions for semi automatic
integration of textual data and spatial datasets in Iran 
considering nation wide policy, regional culture and 
interoperability of software, hardware and any multi-
source spatial datasets. Reforming and reorganizing the 
spatial datasets is real beginning of sustainable

development. I have some recommendations for
interoperability among National Cartography Centre
(NCC), National Geography Organization (NGO) and 
other organisations in Iran. These attempts can be a 
base for building SDI and Cadastre of Iran in a
Knowledge base method. Reorganizing the spatial
datasets in Iran as a developing country is a vital step 
for every planning and designing in infrastructural
projects.

Scenario one: Integration of text and vector dataset:
It is a typical case where integration of vector data and 
a textual data related to a parcel is required by a land 
practitioner, but where these two data sources are
heterogeneous in structure and content. Often, however,
in such cases the vector dataset and the text dataset are 
assumed to relate to each other, either based on
experience, or based on specific elements in the text. As 
an example, the vector dataset could be a topography 
dataset or a  cadastre dataset and the textual data source 
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Fig. 1: Converting text dataset to vector dataset semantically

Fig. 2: Schema for integration of text and vector dataset

could be a text which is derived from a title deed. A 
title deed typically contains the rights of the ownership 
of the property, but also contains specific spatial
information about the parcel, such as the dimension, 
area and address. First I will describe how this process 
can be done through human intervention and
interaction; secondly I will aim an automating most of 
the procedure (Fig. 1).

General process of integrating text and existing
vector dataset: To link the two, I base myself on the 
concepts of ontology. Ontology theory helps to present 
and dissect text in a structural way [1]. This can be 
done through mediators. Mediators are any information 
about a spatial entity, in this case the parcel, which can 
help link the geometry of the parcel to the surface of the 
ground in order to demarcate the parcel on the ground. 
The information about the dimension and the area can 
be extracted from the text to define a geometry concept 
of the property (data geometry). This text semantically 
addresses  a  unique  property  which  is  single  in  kind 
(a property has registration number, owner, address, 
dimension and area). Schematically this can be depicted 
as follows in Fig. 1.

Often title deeds contain text which relates directly 
or indirectly to parcels. An experienced user of such 
texts or someone who is acquainted with the area can 

deduct what sort of parcel is mentioned in the text. 
With some form of deductive reasoning about text one 
could draw basic conclusions with regards to a
geometry shape. For example, certain references could 
be made with regards to the dimension and area of a 
parcel and object can be a parcel. Once this deductive 
reasoning is completed, the next step would be to 
translate the obtained data into data geometry. In
schematic sequence, one could say:

Text of a deed contains dimension and area of a 
property. Dimension and area can be explained by data 
geometry. Text of a deed can be explained by data 
geometry. 1- a -> b2- b -> c3- a -> c 

This whole process could be extended to a
computer   environment   through the use of ontology. 
In   both   computer   science   and   information
science, ontology make use of data models that
represent   a   domain   and    that   use  reason  about
the  objects  in  that  domain  and  the  relations 
between them. Ontology is used in artificial intelligence 
Web, software engineering and information architecture 
as  a  form  knowledge  representation  about   the 
world  or  some part of it. Semantic data (text),
deductive reasoning, ontology in computer language, 
data model, domain of objects and reasoning about 
existence of parcels helps to integrate a text with a 
vector dataset.
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When a text describes a parcel, some spatial
information comes to mind. For example if the text 
describes a property in Karaj, the reader does not think 
to a property in Taleghan. After extracting the kind of 
the parcel; house or farm and concerning dimension and 
area, the reader builds an image (semantic data) of the 
property in his or her mind. It is expected; using an 
intelligence mechanism and representing a domain, two 
previously mentioned heterogeneous datasets be
integrated and harmonized. Figure 2 shows procedure 
of converting a text to data geometry and the process of 
the integration of these two heterogeneous datasets.

The intelligence mechanism can greatly benefit
from the use of interoperable dimensions of the parcel,
which are transformed to a geometry shape (data
geometry). The Italic text below shows data geometry, 
which is derived from a deed title. To use this theory on 
a practical example, a typical text from a title deed is 
provided below. Most title deeds in Iran have
prescribed words and elements in their descriptions of 
parcels. In translation, a part of the text, which
describes dimensions and the area of the parcel in such 
a title deed are as follows:

• “Area is 45751.29 m2. The boundary’s dimensions 
in clockwise direction are: 

• North: from west to the east is 183.99m.
• East in five parts: first from north to south is 

99.07m, second part from east to west is 22.95m, 
third part from north to south is 83.40m, fourth part 
from west to east 29.66m and fifth part from north 
to south is 89.76m.

• South: from east to the west is 163.28m.
• West: from south to north is 289.34m” (ends to the 

start point).

What are clear are the references to spatial features. 
The words or abbreviations “area”, “north”, “m”, etc. 
refer to these elements. Moreover, it was agreed that all 
the numbers have a prescribed sequence, namely
clockwise descriptions of the boundaries. Again, this 
pre-known information can be used to translate the text 
into spatial data. In Fig. 3, the data geometry is derived 
from descriptions of the parcel. A deductive reasoning 
(by a professional and/or someone familiar with the 
area) describes the data geometry to make a polygon.

The geometry that is shown in Fig. 3 is created 
based on human intelligence using deductive reasoning. 
Based on this manner to translate individual parcels into 
spatial objects, one could continue for the whole area of 
parcels in which one would be interested. 

Figure 4 and 5 show the result of drawing the 
parcel automatically, then adjusting the polygon using 
written software.

Fig. 3: Data geometry derived from attributes of the 
parcel

Now we are able match the target parcel to the 
reference map and then assign the attributes to the 
conjugate polygon in the reference map.

Scenario two: Integration of a text dataset and
vector  dataset,  ontology  based:  The  second 
scenario is integration of vector dataset and a text 
dataset (attributes of parcels) that are inherently two 
heterogeneous datasets. The difference with the
previous scenario one is that there may not be obvious 
textual elements through which one can link the two 
data sources, or that the procedure in scenario one is 
still leading to inappropriate results. The mediation 
between the two data sources will then have to go in 
more than one step and by using a number of other data 
sources, such as aerial photo’s, old paper maps, other 
datasets and additional field investigations. Also in this 
scenario ontology is used to be able to define a
meaningful definition about elements in the text that 
can not be explicitly determined. 

The obvious problem described here is that the 
parcel can’t be matched with any topographic data. 
Figure 6 shows conceptually the text dataset (attributes 
of the property) and the up-date vector dataset. When 
there are some lost chains for integrating attributes and 
vector datasets, using the mediators and ontology help 
to find the lost chains. 

Figure 6 shows the lost chains in integration of the 
text and spatial datasets. For integration we should find 
these lost chains using paper maps aerial photos, etc. 
The lost chains lead to refer to every available dataset 
and ontology to find link and relation between text 
dataset and the reference dataset. It is expected the 
attributes of the property which are perceived from the 
text, show a parcel or an area in the topography dataset. 
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Fig. 4: Stages of completing the geometry of the parcel 

Fig. 5: The 8 stages of drawing the geometry of the parcel by the software

Fig. 6: The text dataset (attributes), topography dataset 
and the lost chains

However, many changes on the ground during years 
caused the trace of the boundary of the parcel on the 
ground be annihilated. These chains are mediators
between attributes of the parcel and topography dataset. 
We link the text to the spatial datasets using mediators, 
relying on the ontology (Fig. 6). Ontology provides a 
way to share the semantics of concepts in some area of 
interest such as Lemmens [2] quoted data, field
investigation, paper map and textual data.

Pragmatic way of integration (ontology based):
These datasets are all or some of the lost chains. For a 

practitioner the best and most pragmatic way is by 
asking the relevant people for any information about the
property (quoted data) and going to the field (for local 
investigation) as is shown in Fig. 7. 

The drawn (perceived) map from ontology
reasoning in Fig. 7 is aimed to be integrated with the 
topography dataset semantically (right image in Fig. 8). 
These two dataset have not common co-ordinate
system. The common lines and features are a Mosque in 
south and the sharp corners of the river, which are 
shown by straight lines. The integration operation is 
done using align command in Auto Cad. In this process
the text dataset that is inherently a spatial dataset, is 
geo-referenced. The main goal in this research is to 
integrate text dataset and spatial datasets automatically 
as comes below: 

Reading text to integrate with spatial data
automatically: An attemp t is done to read the text in 
word format automatically in order to make the results 
accessible in client interface thru Web services. Why 
and how we do it is as follows: 

Integration of text and spatial data is important in 
Iran, since millions of deed titles are in text format, 
without coordinate system. In this thesis software is 
developed to read the texts automatically, link them
with the shape file of the region. The link is done based 
on area, perimeter, sides and segments of the parcels 
that  is  extracted  from  text  (Fig. 9). In transferring the 
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Fig. 7: Semantic perceiving of lost chains relying on quoted data, old maps, aerial photos and digital maps basing on 
ontology reasoning

Fig. 8: Semantically link between integrated perceived map and up-date map 

Fig. 9: Text of parcels that is read by software

attributes of the parcels, we do not use the name of the 
owner and parcel registration code, since in shape files 
normally there are not these attributes. 

When software is executed; a window appears 
(Fig. 10) with two main browse buttons. In upper
browse  button,  the shape file address is interred and in
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Fig. 10: Our local Web page is ready for interring the texts of the parcels

Fig. 11: The result of sending texts to geo-database and updating 

lower browse button, the text address is interred. The 
linear and area tolerance buttons are to compare the 
parcels in the texts and the shape file according to 
predefined threshold for their area and perimeter. The 
software has the capability for reading one or more text 
chronologically and links their attributes with attribute 
table of the shape file. 

Making integrated text and spatial data accessible
via Web services (Intranet) for users: For this scope, 
we built Intranet in order to follow the procedure as is 

in the Internet. In fact, after being sure of working 
software successfully in VB6 and Arc GIS environment 
in, in the second step we implemented the procedure in 
our Web service (Intranet) using my laptop as a server. 
Programming language is Visual Basic 6 (VB6) and 
Web language programming to do link between
algorithms and geo-database is Application Service
Provider (ASP). 

• My address in the implemented Intranet is: 
• http://localhost/UpdateGDB/index.htm
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Fig. 12: Attribute table in Arc GIS before link 

Fig. 13: Attribute table in Arc GIS after link with attributes in the texts 

• When we open “Launch Internet Explorer
Browser” and inter our local address it  is active 
(Fig. 9).When we push “Go” button Fig. 9 appears: 

To test our local Web page (Fig. 10) we copy and 
paste the attributes of the parcels into the empty box 
“Enter  your  document  text “ in  Fig. 11.  Figure  12  is 
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Fig. 14: Result of using Intranet and Arc GIS to integrate text and spatial data automatically

attribute  table  of  parcels in Arc GIS before link. 
Figure 13 is the attribute table in Arc GIS after linking 
with attributes in the texts.

When we submit the program, it links these texts 
with the spatial data in our geo-database and fills the 
columns of the owner, area, perimeter, four sides
(north, east, south, west) and error automatically. The 
result can be seen thru Arc GIS as it is shown in Fig. 14 
that eleven parcels are enhanced.

We assume that this geo-database and this sever 
belongs to Iran’s SDI, every user from their PC
interface can access and send their texts and integrate 
with spatial datasets. In this way, all the text of the 
parcels can be update with spatial datasets. The update 
parcels using Arc GIS can be found in this address: 

c:\updatingSite\website\GDB\Parcels_GDB

In above address, C is the source drive in my 
laptop that now acts as server and the other parts of the 
address are the path to find the update parcels in the 
server. Update parcels are integrated texts and spatial 
data that can be used in cadastre, NSDI, municipalities 
and every application cases by users. 

Figure 14 is the result of integrating the texts 
(containing   attributes    of   11  parcels)   and  shape 
file automatically using Visual Basic (VB) scripts and 
Arc GIS. 

CONCLUSION

In Iran, there are a number of organizations that 
deliver data. The problem is however that in Iran data 

are still in different formats and those perceptions of the 
data are heterogeneous. This requires a further
understanding of how to integrate Iranian data in a 
“regular PC environment” and also a better
understanding and better mechanisms of how to
integrate in a web-based environment. 

It   was   found  that  integration  of  data  in Iran 
must   be   placed   within  its  context and the user 
needs.  Like  in  other countries many data are
distributed  and  maintained  by  different  providers
and   users.   A   specific  element  in  Iran  is  that
while for many data sources NCC sets the accuracy 
standards,   their  data   products  are  different  from 
those   of the   private   providers   who   have
followed   the   other   standards. One particular
problem  is  also  that  many  data  are  available in 
textual format only. 

Integration of textual data and spatial data is
important in Iran, since millions of deed titles are in the 
text format, without coordinate system, besides
thousands of maps are available without any links 
among them. Heterogeneity of data sets strongly wastes 
time and cost. To reduce such problems; we tried to 
find a way for integration of textual and spatial datasets 
automatically.

We implemented integration of text and spatial
(two heterogeneous datasets) semi-automatically and 
made it accessible via Web services for end users. 

In  this  research  software  is  developed  to read 
the  texts  automatically,  link  them  with  the  shape 
file of the region. The link is done based on area,
perimeter, sides and segments of the parcels that is 
extracted from text (Fig. 14).
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RECOMMENDATION

Integrating text and multi source spatial datasets 
thru our PC browser without using any software is 
recommended for another research. We attempted to 
integrate satellite images with different resolution in a 
meaningful way, but the result was not satisfactory. 
Hence, this scope can be the topic for other researches 
[3, 4].
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